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If your hospital is pressuring its physicians or
vendors to donate to the hospital's charitable

foundation, you could end up as a test case for
the OIG. That's because even something that
seems innocuous, like charitable donations,
could be construed as a kickback arrangement,
says attorney Tom Watkins at Watkins
Boulware Lucas in St. Joseph, MO. 

The Office of the Inspector General already
has warned hospitals not to abuse their charita-
ble status, notes Tom Greeson , an attorney at
Hazel and Thomas in Falls Church, VA. And
Greeson believes the agency will be prosecuting
more kickback cases now that Congress has
given it authority to levy administrative penalties
for kickbacks, rather than having to go through
lengthy criminal trials that either mean jail or
exclusion for providers. 

Now, OIG simply can threaten to impose
administrative penalties of up to $50,000 plus
triple damages per violation — an option that
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Don’t let charity become kickback test case
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providers might be loathe to fight when the alter-
native is long, expensive days in court. OIG has-
n't exercised its new authority yet, but experts
say there's little doubt it will, soon enough.

Critics say hospital-based physicians often
find themselves pressured to offer donations to
hospitals whose motives are less than charita-
ble. "This happens a lot more than people will
admit,"  says Neil  Caesar ,  an attorney in
Greenville, SC. Hospital-based physicians are
especially vulnerable, particularly specialists

New suit may mean broader
focus on cost reporting

Two days before the beginning of the new year,
the Justice Department announced it is joining

a second lawsuit against Nashville, TN-based hos-
pital giant Columbia/HCA. With cost reporting at
the center of both suits, some experts are wonder-
ing if the government is gearing up for a general
crackdown on cost reports in the hospital industry
using whistle-blowers with expert knowledge of the
hospital accounting process.

The new suit appears broadly similar to one
DOJ joined in October, in which former Columbia
manager James Alderson charged that Columbia
hospitals in Florida had manipulated their cost
reports to get improper reimbursement from
Medicare. 

The latest suit was filed by John Schilling, a for-
mer reimbursement supervisor for Columbia's West
Florida division. He alleges that Columbia deliber-
ately maintained reserve cost reports that would be
used only if Medicare disallowed improper costs in

See Investment , page 3

OIG approves physician 
plan to invest in HMO 

Physicians with spare cash and an itch to invest
should pay attention to this one. The latest OIG

advisory opinion gives a thumbs-up to doctors who
wanted to invest in a managed care organization.

The ruling’s important because such partner-
ships between provider and managed care will
become more common as health care reform pro-
gresses, says Neil Caesar , a Greenville, SC, attor-
ney. Yet the elaborate analysis underlying Opinion
No. 98-19 suggests that providers need to move
cautiously before investing in joint ventures. "This

Pressuring physicians to donate could lead to stiff civil monetary penalties from OIG
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acquisition of hospital-based home health agen-
cies. He claims Columbia paid bargain prices for
those agencies, then retained the original owners
as management consultants for which they were
paid inflated management fees. Those fees could
be included on the hospitals’ cost reports. 

For example, the company's Southwest Florida
Regional Medical Center in Fort Myers bought a
home health agency from ResCare in 1993 but
retained ResCare to manage it. Able Care, which
Columbia bought later that year, took over man-
agement from ResCare — but Columbia continued
paying minimal fees to ResCare and put those
fees on Southwest's cost reports. A similar scheme
saw Columbia buy several hospital-based agen-
cies from Olsten Kimberly at low prices and then
pay inflated management fees that were passed
on to Medicare, claims Schilling.

It wasn't that the management fees were

such as radiologists who depend on the hospital
for referrals, Greeson says. For example, a hos-
pital might indicate that its exclusive contract
with a specialist might be awarded to another
doctor if a target for donations isn't met. 

In itself, there's nothing wrong with a hospital
soliciting donations for its foundation. But telling
a vendor or a physician that getting or keeping a
contract hinges on whether it makes a donation
— even to the noblest of causes — could violate
the anti-kickback statute. 

"It's one of those things where there doesn't
seem to be much of a victim, except for the ven-
dor," notes Watkins. "But the vendor really is a
victim. Yet it won't say anything because it wants
to keep the business."

Unfortunately, while those who feel obligated
to pay kickbacks may consider themselves vic-
tims, anyone who solicits or pays to get business

Continued from page 1
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the reports the company submitted to fiscal inter-
mediaries. The allegations encompass 100 hospi-
tals in 12 states, a huge chunk of Columbia's
approximately 300 hospitals in 32 states. The hos-
pitals are or were owned by Columbia prior to its
1994 merger with HCA and include five hospitals
owned by Basic American Medical Inc. (BAMI),
which allegedly fudged cost reports even after
BAMI was acquired by Columbia in 1992.
Schilling's suit focuses on hospitals owned by
Columbia prior to its buyout of  HCA and
Healthtrust, while Alderson's suit focuses on HCA
and Healthtrust facilities.

The crux of Schilling's allegations is that
Columbia used a kind of shell game to get
Medicare to pick up the tab for the hospital chain’s

could be found guilty of violating the statute.
This is an issue that every hospital's compli-

ance plan should address, warns Watkins. First,
marketing materials the hospital uses to solicit
donations should be the same for all potential
donors, regardless of whether they're vendors
or local philanthropists. In addition, the hospi-
tal's purchasing agent, or anyone else who has
authority over contracts, should not be involved
in seeking donations.

Also, hospitals must make clear that there will
be no retribution if donations aren't made,
Greeson says. Requests for contributions
should be given to all groups. In addition, dollar
targets for raising funds should be overall rather
than separate for each individual group.

As for physicians, Caesar suggests they use
one negotiating tactic to nip coercion in the bud:
"Just tell the hospital that your lawyer says this
isn't a good idea. And then ask them what their
lawyer thinks." n
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is a great idea," says attorney Randi Kopf , in
Bethesda, MD. "But the opinion shows it has to be
structured very carefully." 

Indeed, OIG makes plain what its real concern is
regarding such a venture. "Our initial inquiry is
whether the distributions from the joint venture may
be 'disguised' remuneration to the IPA physician-
shareholders for referrals of their patients to the
joint venture," says the opinion. Yet the agency
also concedes that Congress doesn't mind doctors
investing in managed care, because, for example,

excessive, says Steven Meagher , the attorney
representing both Schilling and Alderson. Rather,
Olsten and the other agencies had to do very little
work to earn their fees, which gave them profits of
as much as $7 to $8 per visit, according to
Meagher, at Phillips and Cohen in San Francisco.

Schilling was a whistle-blower who kept on
blowing. After voluntarily leaving Columbia, he filed
the suit (which was kept under seal at the time)
and later returned to the company as a consultant
and then a hospital executive, Meagher says.
From that mole hole, Schilling was able to assist
the FBI in its investigation, and he will testify in the
criminal trial of Columbia executives in Florida who
were indicted by the Justice Department in 1997. 

Meagher describes Schilling as a perfect whistle-
blower, a "very low-key" person who did not natu-
rally attract a lot of attention. Schilling is the
"Confidential Witness #2" described in an FBI
search warrant used in the investigation, according
to Meagher. He wouldn't estimate the potential lia-
bility of Columbia under the triple damages of the
False Claims Act, but he did cite the oft-quoted
estimate of Wall Street analysts that an eventual
settlement may top $1 billion.

Columbia spokesman Jeff Prescott says
there's little in the Schilling case that wasn't in the
earlier suit. "We know there are whistle-blowers out
there, and we know there are more suits coming,"
he adds. He says Columbia has revamped its hos-
pital cost reporting system, though he adds the
changes were unconnected to the government's
investigation. Regarding the settlement negotia-
tions between Columbia and DOJ, Columbia would
say only that talks are "ongoing." n

it allows provider-sponsored organizations to enter
Medicare+Choice contracts.

In this case, a company with an HMO and a pre-
ferred provider subsidiary will sell an interest —
described only as less than 15% — to a big
Independent Physician Association (IPA) with
2,200 shareholder-physicians. In return, the IPA
will become the exclusive physician provider panel
for all of the company's managed care business,
and it will sign physician service agreements with
its doctors to service the HMO. In addition, the IPA
will sign 10-year contracts to handle management
and administration for the HMO. 

Despite its concerns, OIG concluded the deal
poses a minimal risk of kickbacks. First, much of
the HMO's business is with group insurance, so
doctors can't influence referrals unless they active-
ly market the HMO. Second, profits from the ven-
ture will flow through the IPA, not the physicians.
Most importantly, distribution will be based on own-
ership in the IPA and not the value of referrals.

Because the HMO's parent company is owned
by hospitals, OIG also considered whether this cre-
ated a potential kickback relationship between the
IPA's doctors and the hospitals they deal with. Yet
regulators were reassured because, again, profit
distribution will be based on the IPA's investments
and not on its referrals to hospitals.

While complex, this kind of joint venture might
hold promise for some IPAs, says Kopf. "It's a way
for IPAs to breathe life into their organizations," she
says. Remember, however, that the advisory opin-
ion only examines the venture in light of the anti-
kickback statute. It doesn’t address whether there
are potential problems with the Stark self-referral
laws, which are administered by HCFA rather than
OIG. Getting the regulators' blessing on Stark
would mean getting a separate advisory opinion
from HCFA.

Anyone considering a provider-HMO venture
also should have controls against physician-
investors underutilizing services when referring
patients to an HMO, warns Caesar. This would
boost the HMO's bottom line and thus the physi-
cian's eventual profit. 

Some Justice Department attorneys, such as
Jim Sheehan in Philadelphia, are aggressively
campaigning to prove that underutilization is anoth-
er form of health care fraud. n
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Tricks and tips to getting 
an advisory opinion

Many health care attorneys are recommending
that providers seriously consider getting an

advisory opinion from OIG before engaging in any
transaction. They don’t guarantee that you won't
get in trouble, but OIG's blessing for a deal is as
close to a guarantee as you'll get. And if the regu-
lators do think your idea for, say, paying incentives
to doctors violates the anti-kickback statute, it's
better to know before you actually start handing out
bonus checks. On the other hand, a negative opin-
ion from the government might quiet that nagging
business partner who's pushing you to try a
scheme you think is dangerous.

Either way, here are some tips on getting the
answer you want, according to Herve Gouraige ,
an attorney at Latham Watkins in Newark, NJ.
Gouraige got his hospital client a favorable OIG
ruling last summer. The Delaware hospital had
sought to sign a union contract that would pay
nurses a bonus depending on how many admis-
sions the hospital received from members of a
union health plan that the nurses belonged to. OIG
concluded that the bonus met a safe harbor that
protects compensation paid to employees for cov-
ered services, and that payments were small
enough that they wouldn't bribe patients into
choosing a particular hospital.

Gouraige's advice on navigating the advisory
opinion process:

s Make an argument. Not surprisingly, Gouraige
likens asking for an opinion to writing a legal brief.
The trick is to pose a question to OIG as to
whether your idea is legal — and then back it up
with a series of arguments as to why you think it is.
For example, if a top OIG official like Lew Morris
spoke at a conference and expressed concerns
about the type of transaction you're proposing,
then you may want to cite those statements and
then explain why these concerns don't apply.

s Be cooperative. OIG has 60 days to reply to
an opinion, but that doesn't count time elapsed
while you respond to its requests for additional
documentation. And chances are that they will ask
you for more information. Gouraige says his opin-
ion took several months, partly because OIG insist-
ed that the hospital write up the union contract and

show it the bonus provision before an opinion
would be rendered.

s Read between the lines. Regulators will
never directly tell you whether you will get a favor-
able opinion. But you can sense which way the
wind is blowing by the follow-up questions that OIG
attorneys will ask. There are several points at
which you can choose to withdraw your request.
"But by then, you've already divulged a lot of infor-
mation," Gouraige notes.

s Don't assume you'll get a cold shoulder.
OIG bitterly opposed the Congressional mandate
to give advisory opinions. But now that the agency
has to give them, its staff is pretty cooperative,
says Gouraige. In fact, the attorneys in OIG's advi-
sory opinion section will "try to be your advocates,"
when draft opinions are circulated for approval
from other OIG departments. "Your role is to mar-
shal the facts that can help them," he adds. n

OIG: Medicare taken for a ride

Some ambulance companies and their clients
have cost Medicare an estimated $104 million

in unnecessary services, according to a new OIG
report. This time, the agency focused on ambu-
lance claims that didn't result in hospital or nursing
home admissions or emergency department treat-
ment. These "Group 7" claims accounted for 6.3%
of all claims in OIG's sample

OIG found that 70% of Group 7 claims were rou-
tine transports for outpatient diagnostic tests or
shuttles between nursing homes and doctors'
offices. The agency concedes that the size of its
sample was small, with just 30 Group 7 claims. But
"the sample size is sufficient to show that more
than half of the services in this group are medically
unnecessary," regulators assert.

Ambulance companies interviewed for the study
admit that "60% to 93% of their transports are non-
emergency while 7% to 40% are emergency trans-
ports." Some blame nursing homes for calling them
for routine transports, which the companies feel
they have to accept "due to local medical stan-
dards and potential liability."

OIG recommends HCFA install prepayment
edits to check the medical necessity of ambulance
claims. But HCFA claims it's too busy trying to fix
its payment systems before the 2000 computer
crunch to divert resources to ambulance edits. n


